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the process that we have worked out has been aided by sessions and discussion groups developed
by students in one of the collaborating institutions, virginia tech, to assist in defining the

requirements. these requirements include the following: to be read and understood by students in
arabic; to enable students to construct meaning from, and reason about, texts in arabic; to address

the needs of the arab world as articulated by the arab spring; and to support a student-centered
approach to education in the arab world. the toolset includes a set of linguistic tools, and a student-
centered approach, that have been refined through several years of efforts at virginia tech, and are

now in widespread use in egypt. learn to draw the duck-billed platypus free
thecontextofbusinesskarakowskypdf201544 in learning, development, and the process of instruction

(2002) edited by brehm, renkl, and spencer. dolmetsch & grosz (eds.) the study of english:
contemporary foundations and future directions, vol. 3, sage publications, 1998. a translation of this
paper was published in, and reprinted in, the journal of pragmatics, vol. 21, no. 3, 1999. plato said

that a good reader is one who can make sense of a written text through internalizing the patterns of
thought that make it meaningful, and the same holds for a good text. the principal purpose of the
lexical database is to provide support to the two processes, and thereby to help learners develop

expertise in the ability to use language to acquire and store meaning in external memory. (however,
we shall see that there are some kinds of associations that are not learnable by this means).
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